ABC'S OF PACKING

ORDER OF
OPERATIONS

The ABCs of Packing is explained in
four sections.
Each section is described
in detail throughout the presentation.

01

Accessibility

02

Balance

03

Compression

04

Streamline &
Sexy!

ACCESSIBILTY
Keep handy what you need, and bury what
you don't need!

Keep snacks, water, gloves, sun protection, first aid kit, and
an extra layer or two in readily accessible spaces (brain, top
of body, hip belt pockets)
Keep your sleep system, cook kit, meals, climbing
equipment*, towards the bottom of your pack.
Keep your tent close to the top as this is the first thing you'll
need when you arrive to camp. Especially in inclement
weather, this can really be a life saver.
Emergency items such as InReach, First Aid Kit, avalanche
rescue gear, even car keys should be very quickly accessible
and every member of your party should know where they
are located.

BALANCE
Keep heavy dense items low and towards
the frame of the pack!

Balance really starts with a properly fitted pack;
adjusting the yolk, hip belt, and load lifters are the most
important components.
Keep the heaviest, densest items close to the frame of
your pack. This includes meals, water, sleeping bag, cook
set tent poles, crampons, ropes, etc.
Use lighter items to fill in the voids towards the outside
of your pack.
Hanging things off the outside of your pack will
inevitably swing, causing you to feel out of balance.
Heavy items towards the top of your pack will make you
very top heavy!
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COMPRESSION
Throw away those stuff sacks!! Think of
your entire pack as one giant stuff sack!

Compression is all about eliminating dead space in your
pack, this also helps with balance.
Use of a lot of stuff sacks will inevitably create voids and
decrease packing capacity and potentially add weight.
Follow the "Brick and Mortar" System. "Bricks" are solid
objects such as pots, crampons, food bag, fuel bottles etc.
"Mortar" are the more malleable items such as extra
layers, tents, sleeping bags, etc. Use Mortar to fill in all
the nooks and crannies between each brick!
Dry sacks and compression sacks are important when
concern about sacred items (sleeping bag, extra layers)
may get wet.

STREAMLINE & SEXY
"Look Good. Feel Good. Safety Third."
Not really, but looking pro goes a long way!

Being "Streamline" is all about not having a bunch of
things hanging off your pack. These items are susceptible
to being damaged, snagged on a tree, or lost!
We want every possible item INSIDE your pack. Water
bottles of course can be in designated pouches, ice axe in
it's proper carry position, and maybe a few select items.
In an alpine environment, particularly on snow,
EVERYTHING should be inside to mitigate losing
equipment that may be a hazard to climbers below.
Look the part and look pro! A huge component of
mountaineering is climbing in style. Don't be "that
person" who is a junk show dropping gear along the trail.
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REACH YOUR SUMMIT

